Dr MARC FABER
Economist & Investor

Marc Faber does not run with the bulls or
bait the bears, but steers his own course
through the maelstrom of international
financial markets

Dr MARC FABER
his thoughts

Dr Faber publishes a widely read monthly investment
newsletter “The Gloom Boom & Doom” report which
highlights unusual investment opportunities, and is the author
of several books including “Tomorrow’s Gold; Asia’s Age of
Discovery” which was first published in 2002 and highlights
future investment opportunities around the world. “Tomorrow’s
Gold” was for several weeks on Amazon’s best seller list and
has been translated into Japanese, Korean, Thai and German.
Dr. Faber is also a regular contributor to several leading
financial publications around the world.
THE GLOOM BOOM & DOOM is a monthly
publication written and edited by Dr Faber since 1987
and it has grown into a widely read, and highly
respected financial publication. It highlights unusual
investment opportunities and is an interesting
source of information for individual investors, large
corporations and investment houses alike. For many,
it has become an essential alternative investment
manual.
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key facts

Currently …
•
•
•
•
•

Investment Advisor and Fund Manager, Marc Faber Limited
Publishes a widely read monthly investment newsletter, The Gloom
Boom & Doom report
Regular contributor to several leading financial publications around the
world
an author of several popular investment books
professional Speaker

Formerly …
•
•
•

Managing Director, Drexel Burnham Lambert in Hong Kong
Worked at White Weld & Company in New York, Zurich and Hong Kong
PhD in Economics magna cum laude, Univeristy of Zurich

Flies from London
Speaks to audiences around the world, addressing conferences, client
forums and management meetings

Sample speaking topics:
The Global Economic Outlook: the economic
backdrop to investment opportunities and
threats in the developed and emerging world
markets.
The Causes and Investment Implications of
Dishonest Money: How the financial system
will inevitably collapse from its credit expansion
boom.
The Emerging Markets: the opportunities
presented by Asia and other developing
markets.

Dr MARC FABER
what people say

"One does not go to see Marc Faber, Hong Kong's iconoclastic share pundit,
in the expectation of good news. But after listening to him, no investor
could claim he had not been warned. For Faber, a blunt-spoken Swiss, says
the things nobody wants to hear..." The Sunday Times (UK)
"Marc Faber; congenital contrarian and shrewd Swiss investment advisor..."
Fortune Magazine

Useful links for Marc Faber:

“You will learn an enormous amount from Marc Faber - whether you agree
with him or not!" Jim Rogers, Investment Guru & author of Investment
Biker

 TIB Speaker Web Page >> Go to Webpage

"Marc Faber is one of the most creative and original thinkers in the financial
world." The late Barton M. Biggs, former Chairman, Morgan Stanley
Asset Management, Inc.

 TIB Video Channel >> Watch Videos

 TIB Speaker Profile >> Download PDF
>> Watch Videos

“Excellent [rating]. Our clients and staff really enjoyed Dr Faber’s talk and
presentation. Event Director, Citibank
Outspoken ▪ Engaging ▪ Insightful

Andrew Vine
CEO
The Insight Bureau
Appointed Agency
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